
HOW TO TRAIN A DRAGON

How to Train Your Dragon is a American computer-animated action fantasy film loosely based on the book of the same
name by British author.

Meanwhile, a white female Fury dragon, held captive by warlords, is given to infamous dragon hunter
Grimmel the Grisly as bait for him to capture Toothless for the warlords' use as an alpha. The Viking attackers
locate and break open the dragon's nest, causing most of the dragons to fly out, but also awakening the Red
Death, which soon overwhelms the Vikings. Overall, the score was well received by film score critics. Hiccup
and the dragon riders head to capture Grimmel; yet, they fall into his trap and barely escape. In the film,
Toothless is a Night Fury, the rarest of all dragons, and is large enough to serve as a flying mount for both
Hiccup and Astrid. James Sie as Chaghatai Khan, a less aggressive and stubborn warlord who works with
Grimmel. Gliding on wingsuits, they catch Grimmel's army off-guard, igniting a battle. Eventually, Hiccup
finds Toothless, now with kids of his own, and the families all ride high in the sky. Sometime later, Hiccup
and Astrid finally marry on New Berk. Robin Atkin Downes as Ack, a blond-bearded viking. Kit Harington as
Eret, a former dragon hunter who used to work for Drago Bludvist who has joined the dragon riders after the
events of the second film. The original plot was described as, "heavily loyal to the book", but was regarded as
being too "sweet" and "whimsical" as well as geared towards a too-young demographic, according to
Baruchel. No ambiguity. Cast[ edit ] Jay Baruchel as Hiccup, the son of Stoick the Vast and Valka, the newly
crowned Viking chief of Berk, and the one who initially trained the dragons. During one attack, Hiccup uses a
bolas launcher to shoot down a Night Fury, a dangerous and rare dragon of which little is known, but no one
believes him, so he searches for the fallen dragon on his own. Coming off her success in Over the Hedge ,
producer Bonnie Arnold shortly became interested in the newly acquired property. Club gave the film a B-,
saying "There aren't just more dragons, but more characters, more plot, more everything. Programs named
Premo [24] and Torch allowed much more subtlety, improving facial animation and enabling "the sense of fat,
jiggle, loose skin, the sensation of skin moving over muscle instead of masses moving together. Early in the
sequel's development, about a dozen of them traveled there for a week-long research trip, where they toured
Oslo , Bergen , and the fjords. Astrid wishes to tell the village about their discovery, but Hiccup advises
against it to protect Toothless. No post-credits scene. But for those seeking a complete story experience, The
Hidden World delivers. Scott of At The Movies felt the characters and the story were not strong points, but
loved the cinematography and said, "that swooping and soaring, they are worth the price of a ticket, so go see
it. Miller as Tuffnut. You bet. Valka, on a scouting patrol, notices Grimmel's approaching army and quickly
reports back to Hiccup. Thanks to the superb 3-D direction by DeBlois, we swoop through the air, whoosh
down dragons' tails, and juuust baaaarely [sic] squeeze into small crevices, but still, those experiences are only
like being on a really great rollercoasterâ€”they don't mean anything. Hiccup is judged the winner of his
training class, and must kill a dragon for his final exam.


